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Quadion releases NineGaps 1.0 - Puzzle game for iPhone
Published on 06/13/09
Quadion releases NineGaps 1.0, a highly addictive tricky puzzle game for iPhone and iPod
touch. The goal of the game is really simple. You have to use your wits to place numbers
from 1 to 9 in the missing gaps, while matching the operations presented in the puzzle.
It's just like sudoku, but different. Features a simple and unique puzzle-based gameplay,
3 difficulty levels and unlimited brain burning puzzles. It's highly addictive and fun.
Quadion releases NineGaps 1.0, a highly addictive tricky puzzle game for iPhone and iPod
touch. The goal of the game is really simple. You have to use your wits to place numbers
from 1 to 9 in the missing gaps, while matching the operations presented in the puzzle.
It's just like sudoku, but different!
Feature Highlights:
* Simple and unique puzzle-based gameplay
* 3 difficulty levels
* Unlimited brain burning puzzles
* Highly addictive and fun!
"At only a dollar it is a great value and with random boards the replayability is pretty
much endless. Highly recommended." - Debbie, In Touch Reviews
"Sudoku meets calculator, has baby, calls it NineGaps", Mobile Game Faqs
"Highly Addictive Puzzle Game", iPhone Toolbox
Fans of Sudoku, Ken-Ken, Blocked, Chess, and other mind and logic puzzles will feel right
at home. Test your puzzle cracking skills with NineGaps today! Look out for more new games
from Quadion COMING SOON!
"NineGaps successfully demonstrates the puzzling nature of numbers and signs. This is a
simple looking brain burning challenger.", Kevin, iPhone Footprint
"Nine Gaps is a simple yet addictive maths puzzle game. Value for money: 5 / 5" - Daren,
Sweet Fun and Serious iPhone Apps Reviews
Minimum Requirements:
iPhone OS 2.2.1 or later
Pricing and Availability:
NineGaps 1.0 for iPhone is only $0.99 (USD) and available exclusively through Apple's App
Store.
NineGaps 1.0:
http://www.ninegapsapp.com
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49nhsFGwF-o
Screenshot:
http://www.ninegapsapp.com/press/images/ninegapsIphone.png
App Icon:
http://www.ninegapsapp.com/press/images/ninegapsIcon.png
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Download and Purchase:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=317223443&mt=8&s=1
43441
Quadion:
http://www.quadion.com.ar

About Quadion
Quadion Technologies is an IT services company that specializes in software development.
It offers tailor-made solutions as well as programming and graphic design consulting. Our
multidisciplinary team operates from Buenos Aires, Argentina, where it works for both
local and overseas customers. Our objective is to offer simple, agile and flexible
solutions for companies needing to operate in a constantly evolving market. We use the
latest technology, tools and methodologies in the solutions we provide for our clients,
helping them become more competitive each day.
About The Creative Factory
We are an area of Quadion that focuses on the development of interactive creativity. Our
aim is to create innovative interactions with a strong visual presence. We are a creative
team formed by young, proactive and hard-working professionals, who believe that to solve
design problems in an effective way aesthetics and communication should go hand in hand.
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